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INTRODUCTION
This study marks my second extended foray into foreign student policy.
My first report, Foreign Students and Government Policy: Britain, France, and
Germany,1 was based on my travels through Western Europe in 1983. It showed
the major European "receiving" countries emerging from a period in which
foreign student enrollments were regarded very negatively, with a variety of
efforts to constrict their flow. First appearing in Britain and France in about 1979,
these protectionist policies were a reaction—probably an overreaction—to the
seemingly limitless rise in foreign student numbers during the 1960s and 1970s.
The new policies included increased foreign student tuition in Great Britain,
tighter admissions standards in France, and, starting in the early 1980s, more
restrictive visa requirements in Germany.
By 1983, however, the unanticipated consequences of these exclusionary policies were beginning to generate a new, more considered approach to
foreign student policies, even though there were not yet any clear-cut policy
goals. As I then observed the three major Western European receiving countries: Britain was still struggling with the aftermath of its imposition of 'lull-cost"
fees for foreign students in 1979; France was refining its new admissions
regulations; and Germany was attempting to reconcile the historic openness of
its educational system with deep-seated concerns over its sizable immigrant
population. Spokespersons for a more positive approach to foreign students
were becoming more active, however. Although they continued to raise the
traditional arguments of historic ties and moral obligations, the most effective
argumentation for more liberalized approaches to foreign student enrollments
was increasingly being based on pragmatic considerations. Rather than appealing to national humanitarian impulses, these new defenders of the foreign
student faith, even when their own motives were idealistic, applied a utilitarian
rationale. Thus,"alumni" in far places were good for foreign relations and very
good forforeigntrade. Foreign students contributed to apositive balance of trade
by spending their money in the host country. And foreign graduate students
made an economic contribution through the value of their research. Despite
these emerging justifications, however, governmental attitudes toward foreign
students remained ambivalent in 1983 and policies were essentially in flux.
One of the most striking changes in worldwide student mobility reflected
by my recent trip, five years later, is that I felt compelled to visit Asia. Still in the
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